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Abstract
A primary site copy based replication control method is presented. It uses the topology
of the network to detect partitioning when a link: or a node becomes faulty. The pro-
posed method. ensures that the one-copy-serializability criterion is met under partition-
ing. We increase availability by allowing a primary copy to shift its locations to a more
suitable partition and also by creation of new copies under partitioning if the number of
copies is below a safe limit When partitions merge, the algorithm destroys the new
copies generated under faults.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One effective way of improving availability in a distributed database system is
to store data items redundantly at different sites around the system. The main advantage
of this is that the system can operate even though some sites or communication chan-
nels have failed.
The correctness criterion for replicated databases is that the multiple copies of a
data item must behave like a single copy and the effect of a concurrent execution must
be equivalent to a serial one [6, 8, 12]. In the absence of failures, there is a simple way
to manage replicated data items [11]. When a user wishes to read an item. the system
reads any copy and when a user updates, the system updates all the copies of the item.
Distributed two-phase locking [6] can be used to achieve concurrency control.
In the presence of different kind of failures, like site failures, communication
channels failure, and network partitioning, the problem of maintaining the consistency
of replicated data becomes more complex. For example, just to take care of site
failures, the use of the simple scheme mentioned above for only functional sites will
not solve the problem [2, 3]. The sophisticated algorithm given in [2] has to be used to
make the system resilient to site failures. The problem becomes more complex in the
case of failures that lead to partitioning. For a survey of replication control techniques
under network partitioning see [5].
In this paper we present a fault tolerant replication control method based on the
primary site copy technique. Section 2 discusses the related work and section 3
describes the algorithm for replication control. Section 4 gives the correctness proof and
section 5 discusses the perfonnance of the algorithm.
2. RELATED WORK
Basically, there are two techniques to handle network partitioning. The first
technique is the optimistic approach and the second one is the pessimistic one. Under
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the optimistic approach, all the partitions are allowed to perform update operations on a
data item in parallel. When partitions merge, a precedence graph is used to detect and
correct inconsistencies [4].
Under the pessimistic approach, only one of the partitions is allowed to update a
data item and rest of the partitions can just read the older version. When partitions
merge, all the copies are made current. Under the pessimistic approach. there are proto-
cols based on static voting [7, IOJ, dynamic voting [13, 14, 15, 16], or on primary site
copy [1]. In this paper, we present a replication control algorithm that is based on the
primary site copy method.
The primary site copy protocol described by Alsberg, et.al., is in the context of
distributed resource sharing. We extend the method suggested by Alsberg, et.al., in the
context of transactions and also with a methodology to handle faults that may cause
network partitioning. One of the copies, called primary copy, perfonns the task of con-
currency control. If the node containing the primary copy is not operational then the
next copy in the predetennined sequence stans behaving as a primary copy till the actu-
al primary copy becomes operational. When a transaction wants to read a data item it
sends the read request to the nearest node having a copy of the data item. The node re-
ceiving the request first gets a read lock from the node having the primary copy and
then makes its local copy current to allow the read operation. To update a data item, a
transaction always sends the request to the primary copy. Consider the case when the
update has been made on the primary copy and the transaction gets committed before
the update is forwarded to rest of the copies. In this situation, if the primary copy site
goes down, the second copy will start behaving as the primary copy. But, at this point
the second copy will not be current. It will lead to inconsistency in the system. There
are two solutions to solve this problem. The first one is that when primary copy site is
down do not allow update on the data item. This solution is not acceptable because it
will make the system as good as it was without replication. The other solution is to
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post update on at least some minimum number of copies, say k. before releasing the
update lock [1]. Updates are forwarded to other partitions at recovery to make all the
copies current. One of the major problems with the primary site copy method is how to
detect network partitioning [5]. In the next section, we extend the primary site copy
method for the transaction model and also describe a technique to detect network parti-
tioning. We also show how to determine the size of different partitions.
3. ALGORITHM FOR REPLICATION CONTROL UNDER PARTITIONING
The management of read and write locks through the primary copy makes sure
that the functional behavior of multiple copies is equivalent to that of a single-copy ob-
ject. To satisfy the serializability criterion we assume that the transactions are twO
phase [6]. In the first phase, transactions get locks and in the second phase they release
locks on the data items used. These two conditions together are known as one-copy-
serializability correctness criterion in literature [5]. The replication control melhod
presented in this section will satisfy one-copy-serializability in the case of simple parti-
tioning and multiple partitioning, both. In the case of single partioning, if one or both
of the partitions have k or more nodes then in one of the partitions a data item can be
updated and in the other one its older version is available only for read operations. If
none of the partitions have size greater than k, update operations can not be allowed in
any of the partitions. To allow updates on a data item, the partition having the primary
copy is given more priority provided its size is greater than k. If its size is less than k
then there is no way of posting updates to at least k copies. If the partition size is
greater than k but the number of copies are less than k, the algorithm will generate
more copies to make their number equal to k. When partitions merge, the generated
copies are deleted. Consider the situation when the partition having the primary copy of
a data item has less than k nodes but the other partition has more than k nodes. In this
case, the partition that does not have the primary copy is allowed to update the data
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item. If several partitions occur at the same time, our algorithm might not allow update
operations in any of the partitions even if some of them have more than k nodes.
From the above discussion, it is clear that different partitions will be able to up-
date disjoint sets of data items depending upon the location of primary copies. A tran~
saction can not run in a partition if it wants to update an item for which this partition
does not hold the right to update. Another variation possible is to allow updates on all
the items only in the partition which is more important based upon some criteria. In this
case, it will be possible to run all the transactions in one partition and none in other
partitions.
3.1. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM MODEL
A distributed system consists of a collection of computers (nodes) connected by
communication channels (links). Due to link or node failures, there might exist two or
more partitions. We make the following assumptions about messages.
• In the absence offailures, messages do not get lost: It can be implemented by expli-
cit acknowledgements and retransmission of messages.
• In the case o/process or /ink/ai/ures, messages might get lost
• Messages sent by a process to any other process may arrive in any order.
3.2. ALGORITHM
For replication control, each node in the system executes the same code. To
maintain topology infonnation, we use a modified version of the protocol used in the
MERIT computer network [9]. To maintain information about topology and the loca-
tions of the copies of various data items, each node uses a data structure called topology
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table (to be called TP). The topology table of the node B for the network of Fig. I is
shown in Fig. 2. There is a column for each neighbor of B. There is a row for each
node in the system. Entries in the topology table can be accessed using the indices [i, j]
where i is a node in the network and j is the name of a column in TP. The entry TP[D,
A] in Fig. 2 contains the distance from B to D through A in tenus of hops, such that the
path does not pass through a node twice. If there is no path between two nodes then the
distance is made equal to N, the number of nodes in the network. A path length equal
to N indicates the lack of a path. since the longest route without loops in a network of
N nodes can be no longer than N-l hops. Next to the columns for neighbors is the
column SD which is used to store the shortest distance from B to other nodes. For ex-
ample, the entry TP[D, SD] in Fig. 2 is (2, C), which means that shortest distance from
B to D is 2 and it is through the neighbor C. Next to SD, there are columns for each
data item, which are used to store the locations of the copies of all the data items. Each
copy of a data item is uniquely identified by an integer. For example the entry TP[C,
DI] contains 2, that means second copy of the item Dl is on the node C. At a particular
moment, the primary copy is the one which has smallest integer as its identification








Figure I: A NETWORK
e F A SD D1 D2 • • • • Dn
A 4 2 I I,A I 4 • • • • 4
B - - - - 4 I • • • •
e I 3 4 I,e 2 • • • • I
D 2 2 4 2,e 2 • • • • 2
E 2 3 4 2,e 3 3 • • • •
F 3 I 2 I,F • • • • 3
Figure 2: TOPOLOGY TABLE OF THE NODE B
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To express the method for replication control we assume that the node executing
the algorithm is B, C is a neighbor of B and D is some other node which is not a neigh-
bor of B. When B detects that it can not communicate with C then B will not be able to
find whether the node C is faulty or the link Be is not functional. We will treat the
events of link and node failures alike. When B detects that it can not communicate with
a neighbor it will modify its TP and recalculate the entries in the column SD. If there
are any modifications in the SD column, B will communicate the new SD values to all
other neighbors using the message called new_SD described below.
[new_SD. B. (iX), (j,Y), ....]
where B is the name of the sending node and after that are the new shortest distances
from B to the nodes X, Y. etc. corresponding to each change in the SD column.
The node B can inform its neighbors about the data items on which it holds
update access rights using the NEW_ACCESS_RIGHT message having the following
format.
[NEW_ACCESS_RIOIIT, B. Dl, D2,...]
where Dl, D2.etc., are the items on which the node B can perform update.
The node B can send a copy of an item z to its neighbors using the
NEW_COPY message of the fonn:
[NEW_COPY, copy ofz]
In case of partitioning, the partition in which B exists will be called B-partition.
We express the replication control method in tenns of the algorithms for the fol-
lowing events.
1) When B detects that the link BC is not functional.
2) When B detects that the link BC has come up.
3) When B receives anew_SD message from C.
4) When a transaction on B wants to read a data item.
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5) When B receives a read request for a data item stored on B.
6) When a transaction on B wants to update a data item.
7) When B receives an update request for a data item stored on B.
8) When B receives aNEW_ACCESS_RIGIIT message from C.
9) When B receives a NEW_COPY message from C.
In addition to maintaining topology table each node also has a vector containing the
access rights for each data item. If the entry corresponding to an item is U it means that
the node can read as well as perform an update operation on the item. If the entry is R
then the node can only read the value of the item and the value read may not be the
current value. In the event of network partitioning, only one partition will have 'U'
access right with respect to an item and the rest will have R. i.e., they can only read
the value.
1) When B detects that the link Be is not functional
Make all the entries in the coluIIlll C of TP equal to N. because there exists no path
through C;
Let q be the number of nodes inaccessible at this point;
Recalculate entries in the column SD. If there are any changes, convey then to all the
neighbors using new_SD message;
Let i be the number of entries in the column SD that have become equal to N in the
previous step and j be the number of entries that are not equal to N. i and j represent
the maximum number of nodes in the other partition and the B-partition, respectively;
ifi", 1
then I*Possibility of network partitioning exists*/
/*For an example, consider the network shown in Fig. 3 a).
A portion of the topology table of E before and after
partioning is shown in Fig. 3 b) and c), respectively.




Undo the updates made by the uncommitted transactions residing on the
inaccessible nodes;
if j < k
then
B-partition can not meet the criteria of posting updates
at least in k copies. Therefore, the access rights of all the
items present in B-partition is made equal to R
else
1*At this point, B knows that there were q number of nodes
that were not functional before the event of C going down. In
the worst case, those q nodes may have come up in the
other partition. So, the size of the other partition should
be considered equal to i+q rather than just i.
For more explanations see the proof of Theorem 2.*/
ifi+q ~ k
then j*other partition is capable of updating items since
it is possible to post updates on at least
k copies*/
Make the access rights of all the data items whose primary
copies are in the B-partition equal to U and rest of
the data items will have access rights equal to R. If
the number of copies of a data item for which update is allowed
is less than k. generate more copies such that there are
k copies. It is done to meet the k-resiliency criterion.
else
I*Other partition is too small to allow updates as there
can not be at least k copies of a data item. The
reason is that the number of nodes is less than k.
We can allow update operations in B-partition even on those data
items which have their primary copy in the other partition*!
Make the access rights of the data items whose primary copies
are in the other partition equal to U. If number of
copies are less than k, generate more copies such that









a) Network before CE goes down and after DC and CF are down.
C D F SD
A 2 6 6 2,C
B 2 6 6 2,C
C I 6 6 I,C
D 6 I 2 I,D
E
F 6 2 I I,F
b) A portion of the topology table of E before CE goes down
C D F SD
A 6 6 6 6,C
B 6 6 6 6,C
C 6 6 6 6,C
D 6 I 2 I,D
E - - -
F 6 2 I I,F
c) A portion of the topology table of E after CE goes down
Figure 3: An example of network partitioning.
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2) When B delecls lhalthe link Be has come up
Make the entry TP[C, C] equal to I and recalculate the value in TP[C, SD]. If it is
different from what it was before then send SD-message to all its neighbors to infonn
about this change;
Send all the entries in SD column to C through a SD-message so that C is able to
update its topology infonnation;
Send names of the data items for which B has update access rights to C using a
NEW_ACCESS_RIGHT message.
3) When B receives a new SD message from C of the form [SD..message, C, (dl,
Xlj,(dZ,x2J, ....]
for each pair (di, Xi) in the message do
(
if Xi is not equal to B then
(
Set TP[Xi, C] equal to the minimum of di+1 and N. Recompute
the entry TP[Xi, SD] and if its new value is different then
convey it to all its neighbors using a SD_message;
)
J;
If C has a copy of a data item z and B has a temporary copy of z then provide a copy
of z to C using NEW_COPY message and kill the local copy of z;
{*if C finds the copy from B to be more current, it will use it to update its own copy
othef\Vise it will ignore the message*/
4) When a transaction on B wants to read the data item z
Consult TP and send the read request to the nearest node having a copy of z.
5) When B receives a read request for a data item z
If B holds U access right on z then consult the primary copy of z to make its local copy
current and also to get the read lock on z to allow the read operation. If B holds R
access right on z then allow the read operation to start.
6) When a transaction on B wants to update the data item z
Send the update request to the node having the primary copy of z.
7) When B receives an update request for the local primary copy of the data item z
If some other transaction is currently holding the update or read lock on the local copy
of z then wait till lock is released and then grant the update lock. Make sure that the
update is posted to at least k copies and if it is not possible then send
a message to abort the transaction sending the update request.
8) When B receives a NEW ACCESS RIGHT message of the form
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[NEW_ACCESS_RIGHT, C, d1, <12, •• ] from C
Make the access rights of the items dI, d2, etc., equal to U. Convey the modifications
to all the neighbors using NEW_ACCESS_RIGHT messages.
9) WhenB receives a NEW_COPY message of the form [NEW_COPY, eopyofz]
Compare the version numbers of the copy received through the message with the local
copy of z. If the local copy is older then update it otherwise do not take any action.
4. CORRECTNESS PROOF
Theorem 1: B -partition can not be left with the updates made by uncommitted transac-
lions started/rom the other partition after an event a/partitioning.
PROOF: All the nodes in B-partition will undo the effect of uncommitted transactions
started from the other partition by executing the Algorithm 1).0
Theorem 2: More than one partitions can never try to update the same item.
PROOF: In case of multiple partitioning, each node of each partition will deal with one
simple partitioning at a time. While dealing with a simple partitioning, a node B will
make an estimate of the maximum size possible of the other partition, which is the sum
of the size of the other partition and the number of nodes down known to B. Based on
the estimate of the maximum size of the other partition, B decides in Algorithm I
whether it holds the update rights or not. If we do not add the number of nodes down
known to B in the size of the other partition to make this decision, then there is a possi-
bility that the simultaneous events of nodesn.inks coming up and nodes/links going
down may allow update to be perfonned in more than two partitions. To illustrate it,
consider the node C in the other partition to which B was connected. Assume that B
knows that some nodes are down but C thinks that those nodes are not down because it
heard the news of their coming up faster. With this knowledge, C and B get separated
such that they are in two partitions. C may think its partition to be large enough for
update operations while B may think that the C-partition is too small to allow updates.
Hence, B will allow updates on the data items whose primary copies are in C-partition.
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Eventually both the partitions will end up allowing updates on a data item. To avoid
this situation, we consider the size of the C-partition to be equal to the size of C-
partition known to B plus the number of nodes down with respect to B. Due to this
conservative estimate, there is a possibility that none of the partitions will be able [0
update some data itemP
5. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
In case of static voting schemes if two partitions have same number of votes or
in case of multiple partitions none of the partitions is big enough to have minimum
number of votes required to perform an update with respect [0 an item then no node in
the system will allow update operations on the item. Dynamic voting methods [13. 14,
15, 16] solve this problem by assigning the votes to different copies at the execution
time. Out of these, the dynamic voting with linearly ordered copies method (now
onward to be called DLOC method) [16] provides the best availability. Even if only a
single node is left in a partition, it is possible that an update on a item on that node is
allowed. Our scheme provides bener availability as compared to DLOC method
because of two reasons. The first one is that in DLOC method when an update is
allowed w.r.t. an item on the single node remaining in a partition, the criterion of post-
ing updates on at least k copies will not be met. If this node becomes unoperational, no
other node in the system can update that item till this node comes up again. In our
method, this situation will never arise. The second reason is that in DLOC method
when multiple partitions occur, there is a possibility that none of the partitions allow
updates on an item if none of them contains the majority of the current copies of the
item. For example, consider a data item having seven copies and all of them are
current. Suppose because of multiple failures three partitions having 1. 3, and 3
number of copies of the data item are left. None of the partitions will allow update
operations on the data item. In our method, in case of simultaneous failures there will
always be one partition that will allow update provided there is at least one partition in
the system having a copy of the data item and k or more nodes. However, simultaneous
failures and repairs might create a situation in which our method also will not allow
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updates on a data item in any of the partitions. For an example see the proof of
Theorem 2.
The cost of maintaining topology infonnation should not be considered as an
extra overhead as compared to the replication control schemes based on voting. The
reason is that voting schemes collect votes by either broadcasting or maintaining topol-
ogy information and talking to the nodes having copies of the data item of interest. If a
broadcasting channel is present then the problem of network partioning does not arise.
Because if one node fails, all the other nodes will know that a node has failed and in
case of any failure in the broadcasting channel, all the nodes will get isolated. With
point to point networks, a primary copy method will perform better as compared to vot-
ing methods. The reason is in a primary copy method, for a read operation a transaction
needs to talk to at the most two nodes (total four messages) and for a write operation a
transaction needs to talk to the primary copy which in turn will talk to k nodes to post
updates on at least k copies. The value of k for all practical purposes is 2 [1]. In a vot-
ing scheme, to perform an action a transaction is required to collect some minimum
number of votes. Let us consider the system when there are no faults and minimum
number of votes required for a read operation is 1. To get just one vote, a transaction
will talk to one node in the best case and to all the copies in the worst case. But in our
method, a read operation will always require communication with two nodes in this
situation and total number of messages exchanged will be four. In case of an update
operation, in our method if we post updates on k copies and do not bother about other
copies, it will reduce the message traffic further. When a transaction tries to read from
an old copy, the copy will get updated when it talks to the primary copy. The number
of messages exchanged in case of a read operation will always be four which is
independent of whether the copy is current or not. If we do not update all the copies we
will be able to save (number_oLcopies - k) update messages. It is quite evident that
the communication over head in the case of a primary method will be less than that in a
voting scheme.
We feel that availability in our method can be further increased by making more
clever computation to calculate value of q in Algorithm I based on the knowledge
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about topology. Smaller the value of q is, less will be the chances of not updating in
any of the partitions.
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